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*The interactive setup allows the user interact actively with the video experience. Using mechanical, wireless and touch technologies, interactive systems catch the attention of the audience creating a connection 

between user and display systems. 

Z1/ZB1 Z2/ZB2 Z3/ZB3 Z4/ZB4 Z5/ZB5

STRUCTURE SIZE

SCREEN SIZE

HOLOGRAM SIZE

POWER CONSUMPTION

POWER INPUT

RESOLUTION

CONTENT

AUDIO

SPOTLIGHT

INPUT

19'' 24'' 32'' 40'' 50''

40W (max) 50W (max) 75W (max) 90W (max) 100W (max)

100/240V 50/60Hz

HD Ready 1366x768 Full HD 1920x1080

AVI - MPG - MPEG - XVID - VOB - DAT - MP4 - TS - M2TS - MKV - H.264 - RM - RMVB

2x3w 2x5w 2x10w

1xHDMI 1xUSB 1xSD slot inside and 1xUSB outside

50x40x35cm  60X45X40cm 80x55x55cm  100x65x60cm 125x80x75cm

Front 42x24cm Front 53x30cm Front 71x40cm Front 90x50cm Front 115x65cm

12v 3W dimmerable led

ZBG1 ZBG2 ZBG3 ZBG4 ZBG5

2 6 10

GESTURE 
CONTROL SYSTEM

GESTURE POINTS

RESPONSE TIME

Infrared Technology

5ms

TECHNICAL DATA COSPESAS

Holho Business Zed is the holographic device with one 

make it interact with the tridimensional generated images. 

It is available even with the boxed design.

The Holho Business products helps you to have an impres-

sive communication able to grabs immediately the audience 

attention in addition to having an innovative presentation 

HOLHO BUSINESS ZED

HOLHO
HOLOGRAMS

ON DEMAND

Interactive setup*, base and customization.

Design and production of these devices  is developed by specialists in our laboratories in Milan ( Italy )

The devices are all plug and play, they integrate a digital 

reader for playing video and contents

customizable.
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*The interactive setup allows the user interact actively with the video experience. Using mechanical, wireless and touch technologies, interactive systems catch the attention of the audience creating a connection 

between user and display systems. 

ON DEMAND

Interactive setup*, base and customization.

The devices are all plug and play, they integrate a digital reader for playing video and contents

 

Design and production of these devices  is developed by specialists in our laboratories in Milan ( Italy )

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

STRUCTURE SIZE

SCREEN SIZE

HOLOGRAM SIZE

POWER CONSUMPTION

POWER INPUT

RESOLUTION

CONTENT

AUDIO

SPOTLIGHT

INPUT

19'' 24'' 32'' 40'' 50''

40W (max) 50W (max) 75W (max) 90W (max) 100W (max)

100/240V 50/60Hz

HD Ready 1366x768 Full HD 1920x1080

AVI - MPG - MPEG - XVID - VOB - DAT - MP4 - TS - M2TS - MKV - H.264 - RM - RMVB

2x3w 2x5w 2x10w

1xHDMI 1xUSB 1xSD slot inside and 1xUSB outside

50x40x35cm  60x50x43cm  80x60x56cm  100x70x65cm  130x90x75cm  

Front 38x19cm

Side 24x19cm

Front 48x24cm

Side 30x24cm

Front 64x32cm

Side 40x32cm

Front 80x40cm

Side 50x40cm

Front 100x50cm

Side 65x50cm

12v 3W dimmerable led

COSPESASTECHNICAL DATA

Holho Business 3 Faces is the holographic device with three 

the tridimensional generated image of your brand and 

removable panel placed on the back, it is able to host and 

make them interact with the tridimensional generated 

images.

The Holho Business products helps you to have an impres-

sive communication able to grabs immediately the audience 

attention in addition to having an innovative presentation 

of your product.

HOLHO BUSINESS 3FACES

HOLHO
HOLOGRAMS
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Q1PRO Q2PRO Q3PRO Q4PRO Q6PRO

STRUCTURE SIZE

SCREEN SIZE

HOLOGRAM SIZE

POWER CONSUMPTION

POWER IMPUT

RESOLUTION

CONTENT

SPOTLIGHT

INPUT

4 x 19” 4 x 24” 4 x 32” 4 x 40” 4 x 55”

150W (max) 180W (max) 280W (max) 350W (max) 400W (max)

100/240V 50/60Hz

HD Ready 1366x768 Full HD 1920x1080

AVI - MPG - MPEG - XVID - VOB - DAT - MP4 - TS - M2TS - MKV - H.264 - RM - RMVB

12v 3W dimmerable led

100x100x55cm 130x130x65cm 180x180x95cm 210x210x120cm 300x300x180cm

each side 42x24cm each side 53x30cm each side 71x40cm each side 90x50cm each side 122x70cm

Q5PRO

4 x 46”

400W (max)

250x250x140cm

each side 102x58cm

1xHDMI 1xUSB 1xSD slot inside and 1xUSB outside

*The interactive setup allows the user interact actively with the video experience. Using mechanical, wireless and touch technologies, interactive systems catch the attention of the audience creating a connection 

between user and display systems. 

The devices are all plug and play, they integrate a digital reader for playing video and contents

 

Design and production of these devices  is developed by specialists in our laboratories in Milan ( Italy )

ON DEMAND

Interactive setup*, base, customization and audio system.

TECHNICAL DATACOSPESAS

Holho Business 4 faces is the holographic structure that gives 

you a perfect 3d feeling, no matter the view angle thanks to 

the four faces and 360° view. The structure could be realized 

in both versions and it is able to host real objects inside the 

holographic space in order to make them interact with the 

tridimensional generated images. 

The Holho Business products  become a great marketing 

support to catch the attention of the audience. Fairs, 

happening, show-room, shop windows, shopping malls, 

museums, events, meetings and product’s start-up are 

locations and ideal chances to impress and promote your 

products in a innovative way.

HOLHO BUSINESS 4FACES

HOLHO
HOLOGRAMS
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*The interactive setup allows the user interact actively with the video experience. Using mechanical, wireless and touch technologies, interactive systems catch the attention of the audience creating a connection 

between user and display systems. 

ON DEMAND

Interactive setup*, base and customization.

The devices are all plug and play, they integrate a digital reader for playing video and contents

 

Design and production of these devices  is developed by specialists in our laboratories in Milan ( Italy )

FP1 FP2 FP3 FP4 FP5

STRUCTURE SIZE

SCREEN SIZE

HOLOGRAM SIZE

POWER CONSUMPTION

POWER INPUT

RESOLUTION

CONTENT

AUDIO

INPUT

19'' 24'' 32'' 40'' 50''

40W (max) 50W (max) 75W (max) 90W (max) 100W (max)

100/240V 50/60Hz

HD Ready 1366x768 Full HD 1920x1080

AVI - MPG - MPEG - XVID - VOB - DAT - MP4 - TS - M2TS - MKV - H.264 - RM - RMVB

2x3w 2x5w 2x10w

40x35x25cm  55x35x25cm  75x45x30cm  90x55x35cm  115x70x45cm  

1 Face 42x24cm

4 Faces 12x7cm 
(each face)

1 Face 53x30cm

4 Faces 15x9cm 
(each face)

1 Face 71x40cm

4 Faces 20x12cm 
(each face)

1 Face 90x50cm

4 Faces 25x14cm 
(each face)

1 Face 115x65cm

4 Faces 32x18cm 
(each face)

1xHDMI 1xUSB 1xSD slot inside and 1xUSB outside

COSPESASTECHNICAL DATA

Holho Business Full-play is the holographic device that 

combines 4 Faces and Naked design in one solution. This 

feature allows to choose one of these two options, depend-

ing on your needs. The 4 faces gives you a perfect 3d feeling, 

maximizing the hologram  size.

In just few moments you can switch from one design to the 

other.

The Holho Business products helps you to have an impressive 

communication able to grabs immediately the audience 

attention in addition to having an innovative presentation of 

HOLHO FULL PLAY

HOLHO
HOLOGRAMS
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*The interactive setup allows the user interact actively with the video experience. Using mechanical, wireless and touch technologies, interactive systems catch the attention of the audience creating a connection 

between user and display systems. 

ON DEMAND

It is possible to customize our products with your brand logo or images.

The devices are all plug and play, they integrate a digital reader for playing video and contents

 

Design and production of these devices  is developed by specialists in our laboratories in Milan ( Italy )

TECHNICAL DATACOSPESAS
The Holho Smart line includes holographic devices 

compatible with smartphone and tablet iandroid or iOs. 

Available in four models, they are a space-saving holographic 

devices, easy to carry and simple in design. These features 

make it ideal as business gadget, portable showcase, or even 

as precious piece of furniture for your design livingroom.

HOLHO SMART

HOLHO
HOLOGRAMS

PYRAMID

FEATURES VERSION SIZE
HOLOGRAM 

SIZE

3FACES

ZED

NAKED

� 4 sides view

� a perfect 3d feeling

� smartphone

� 7”

� 10”

� 9x9x4h

� 13x13x6h

� 18x18x9h

� 7x3cm

� 10x5cm

� 15x7cm

� 3 sides view

� removable panel 
    to insert and take

off real objects
      inside the structure

� a low consumption
led light to grant 

them visibility

� 10” � 30x24x20h � 20x8cm

� frontal view

� maximization 
       of hologram  size

� assembled

� 10” � 31x25x20h � 20x13

� frontal view

� maximization 
       of hologram  size

� space saving

� 10” � 28x22x17h � 20x13
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*The interactive setup allows the user interact actively with the video experience. Using mechanical, wireless and touch technologies, interactive systems catch the attention of the audience creating a connection 

between user and display systems. 

K2 K3 K4 K5

STRUCTURE SIZE

SCREEN SIZE

POWER CONSUMPTION

POWER INPUT

RESOLUTION

CONTENT

AUDIO

VIEW ANGLE

INPUT

24'' 32'' 40'' 50''

70W (max) 100W (max) 130W (max) 150W (max)

100/240V 50/60Hz

Full HD 1920x1080HD Ready 1280x720

AVI - MPG - MPEG - XVID - VOB - DAT - MP4 - TS - M2TS - MKV - H.264 - RM - RMVB

2x5w
2x10w

1xHDMI 1xUSB 1xSD slot inside and 1xUSB outside

60x20x35cm 80x25x45cm 100x27x60cm 130x30x70cm

178°

2 6 10

GESTURE 

CONTROL SYSTEM

GESTURE POINTS

RESPONSE TIME

Infrared Technology

5ms

KT2 KT3 KT4 KT5

TECHNICAL DATACOSPESAS

Thanks to its transparency, the trasparent screen Topmok 

allows to see or hide real objects and make them interact 

with images and animations of the screen.  The structure is 

able to host one or more real objects and place them on 

The colors are not subject to any chroma shifting and  it 

keeps its original brightness and intensity. The surface 

windows, meeting presentations, fairs, digital signage, 

show-room, museums and interactive multimedia.

TOPMOK- TOPMOK TOUCH

TOPMOK
TRANSPARENT SCREEN

Design and production of these devices  is developed by specialists in our laboratories in Milan ( Italy )

ON DEMAND

Interactive setup*, base and customization.

The devices are all plug and play, they integrate a digital 

reader for playing video and contents. Colors, materials 
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*The interactive setup allows the user interact actively with the video experience. Using mechanical, wireless and touch technologies, interactive systems catch the attention of the audience creating a connection 

between user and display systems. 

KK2 KK3 KK4 KK5

STRUCTURE SIZE

SCREEN SIZE

POWER CONSUMPTION

POWER INPUT

RESOLUTION

CONTENT

AUDIO

VIEW ANGLE

INPUT

24'' 32'' 40'' 50''

70W (max) 100W (max) 130W (max) 150W (max)

100/240V 50/60Hz

Full HD 1920x1080HD Ready 1280x720

AVI - MPG - MPEG - XVID - VOB - DAT - MP4 - TS - M2TS - MKV - H.264 - RM - RMVB

2x5w
2x10w

1xHDMI 1xUSB 1xSD slot inside and 1xUSB outside

40x20x170cm 50x25x170cm 70x30x180cm 90x30x190cm

178°

2 6 10

GESTURE 

CONTROL SYSTEM

GESTURE POINTS

RESPONSE TIME

Infrared Technology

5ms

KKT2 KKT3 KKT4 KKT5

TECHNICAL DATACOSPESAS

The trasparent screen Topmok Totem is the exhibitor version 

of basic Topmok. In addition to maintaining the same 

transparency features of basic Topmok, it is one piece and 

allows to see or hide real objects and make them interact 

with images and animations of the screen.  The structure is 

able to host one or more real objects and place them on 

The colors are not subject to any chroma shifting and  it 

keeps its original brightness and intensity. The surface 

windows, meeting presentations, fairs, digital signage, 

show-room, museums and interactive multimedia.

TOTEM - TOTEM TOUCH

TOPMOK
TRANSPARENT SCREEN

Design and production of these devices  is developed by specialists in our laboratories in Milan ( Italy )

ON DEMAND

Interactive setup*, base and customization.

The devices are all plug and play, they integrate a digital 

reader for playing video and contents. Colors, materials 
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*The interactive setup allows the user interact actively with the video experience. Using mechanical, wireless and touch technologies, interactive systems catch the attention of the audience creating a connection 

between user and display systems. 

GK2 GK3 GK4 GK5

STRUCTURE SIZE

SCREEN SIZE

POWER CONSUMPTION

POWER INPUT

RESOLUTION

CONTENT

AUDIO

VIEW ANGLE

INPUT

24'' 32'' 40'' 50''

70W (max) 100W (max) 130W (max) 150W (max)

100/240V 50/60Hz

Full HD 1920x1080HD Ready 1280x720

AVI - MPG - MPEG - XVID - VOB - DAT - MP4 - TS - M2TS - MKV - H.264 - RM - RMVB

2x5w
2x10w

1xHDMI 1xUSB 1xSD slot inside and 1xUSB outside

60x60x5cm 80x70x5cm 100x90x5cm 130x100x5cm

178°

2 6 10

GESTURE 

CONTROL SYSTEM

GESTURE POINTS

RESPONSE TIME

Infrared Technology

5ms

GKT2 GKT3 GKT4 GKT5

TECHNICAL DATACOSPESAS

The transparent screen Topmok Glass is a new version of 

basic Topmok, created to make windows and walls 

interactive. 

Thanks to its transparency, it allows to see or hide real 

places/background and make them interact with images and 

animations of the screen. The colors are not subject to any 

chroma shifting and  it keeps its original brightness and 

TOPMOK GLASS 

TOPMOK GLASS
TRANSPARENT SCREEN

Design and production of these devices  is developed by specialists in our laboratories in Milan ( Italy )

ON DEMAND

Interactive setup*, base and customization.

The devices are all plug and play, they integrate a digital 

reader for playing video and contents. Colors, materials 
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*The interactive setup allows the user interact actively with the video experience. Using mechanical, wireless and touch technologies, interactive systems catch the attention of the audience creating a connection 

between user and display systems. 

F2 F3 F4 F5

STRUCTURE SIZE

SCREEN SIZE

POWER CONSUMPTION

POWER INPUT

RESOLUTION

CONTENT

AUDIO

VIEW ANGLE

INPUT

22'' 32'' 40'' 50''

70W (max) 100W (max) 130W (max) 150W (max)

100/240V 50/60Hz

Full HD 1920x1080

AVI - MPG - MPEG - XVID - VOB - DAT - MP4 - TS - M2TS - MKV - H.264 - RM - RMVB

2x5w
2x10w

1xHDMI 1xUSB 1xSD slot inside and 1xUSB outside

55x5x35cm 80x7x45cm 100x7x60cm 130x7x70cm

178°

2 6 10

GESTURE 
CONTROL SYSTEM

GESTURE POINTS

RESPONSE TIME

Infrared Technology

5ms

FT2 FT3 FT4 FT5

TECHNICAL DATACOSPESAS

technologies developed to make visual communication 

visible only through the use of special devices.

see the image turning visible again without any color or 

brightness shift.

it is ideal for multiple purpose like installation, aimed 

marketing campaigns, video communication, museums, shop 

FORESIGHT - FORESIGHT TOUCH

FORESIGHT
INVISIBLE SCREEN

Design and production of these devices  is developed by specialists in our laboratories in Milan ( Italy )

ON DEMAND

Interactive setup*, base and customization.

The devices are all plug and play, they integrate a digital 

reader for playing video and contents. Colors, materials 


